


KANAK MOULDINGS

Our journey began with a commitment to innovation and
environmental responsibility. Today, we stand as a
symbol of excellence in manufacturing products that
combine functionality, durability, and ecological
sensitivity. At Kanak Mouldings, we’re dedicated to
molding not just materials, but a sustainable future for
our planet.

Founded in 2023 in Jodhpur, Kanak Mouldings Pvt. Ltd.
emerged as a trailblazer in the plastic packaging industry.
We specialize in crafting premium, sustainable packaging
solutions tailored for diverse corporate needs.



Contact us
+91 97722 28989

admin@kanakmoulding.com

MISSION
Kanak Mouldings Pvt. Ltd. is dedicated to revolutionizing the
plastic packaging landscape with innovative, cutting-edge
solutions. Our mission anchors on crafting a range of products
that not only answer the dynamic demands of the market but
also anticipate future trends. We endeavor to be the
architects of change, focusing on both creating impactful
packaging solutions and nurturing sustainable practices. Our
drive is to empower industries worldwide with packaging that
speaks of quality, versatility, and environmental
consciousness, establishing Kanak Mouldings as a beacon of
progressive and responsible manufacturing

VISION
Kanak Mouldings Pvt. Ltd. is on an unwavering quest
to emerge as a global leader in plastic packaging,
diversifying our reach to cater to every industry
corner. In coming years, we envision a robust portfolio
with an extensive range of SKUs, serving as the
backbone for businesses seeking premium packaging
solutions. Parallel to our partnership aspirations, we
are dedicated to cultivating our own brand — an
emblem of innovation, quality, and customer-centric
values. Our trajectory is defined by strategic
expansion, brand development, and a pledge to
deliver excellence that our clients trust and choose,
today and tomorrow.



From a very young age, the world of business has not just been a pursuit
for me, but a passion. While academic studies provided a foundation, it
was the hands-on experience at our family business post-school that
truly ignited my entrepreneurial spirit. Business was not just a career
choice; it was a calling that I embraced wholeheartedly since I was 15.

My journey through the realms of commerce led me to pursue an
undergraduate degree in business, which fortified my understanding and
solidified my resolve. But the true strength of our venture lies in
collaboration. Supporting my younger brother to attain a master's degree
was a strategic move, ensuring that our business had the perfect
amalgamation of practical experience and advanced educational
insights.

The inception of Kanak Mouldings was a family affair, brainstormed
alongside my younger one and with the support of my mother. Our quest
was to identify an industry that touches every aspect of business, leading
us to the versatile and ever-essential field of plastic packaging and
solution services. It was more than a business decision; it was a
commitment to an industry that is the backbone of countless sectors.

Our ambition for Kanak Mouldings is to cultivate it as a cradle of
innovation and collaboration. We aim to transform it into a hub where
creative minds converge, ideas flourish, and high-quality solutions are
born. Our goal is not just to lead in the market, but to create an
environment where our team is inspired, where partnerships are valued,
and where Kanak Mouldings becomes a workplace of choice and
excellence.

MANAN DHOOT

This is the legacy we are building- from our family to the world.

MANAGING DIRECTOR



OUR PRODUCT FEATURES
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Pan India
distribution

network allowing
us to service

customer's needs
at multiple

locations across
the country.

PAN INDIA
NETWORK



PRODUCT
CATALOGUE



ROUND
CONTAINERS



WHITE TRANSPARENTBLACK

Diameter - 79mm Height - 36mm

100 ML



WHITE TRANSPARENTBLACK

Diameter - 93mm Height - 51mm

250 ML



WHITE BLACK

Diameter - 122mm Height - 44mm

300 ML

TRANSPARENT



WHITE TRANSPARENTBLACK

Diameter - 122mm Height - 62mm

500 ML



WHITE TRANSPARENTBLACK

Diameter - 120mm Height - 94mm

750 ML



WHITE TRANSPARENTBLACK

Diameter - 122mm Height - 124mm

1000 ML



WHITE TRANSPARENTBLACK

Diameter - 148mm Height - 98mm

1200 ML



RECTANGULAR
CONTAINERS



WHITE TRANSPARENTBLACK

Length*Width- 177*120mm Height - 120mm

650 ML



DUSTBINS

UPCOMING
PRODUCT



COMING
SOON 

IML CONTAINERS
SAY GOODBYE TO TRADITIONAL CONTAINERS AND EMBRACE THE

FUTURE OF LOGISTICS WITH IML CONTAINERS.



+91  97722 28989
+91 9602848000

T-9 Industrial Estate
Near Deora Hyundai Showroom,

Jodhpur, (342001)
    www.kanakmoulding.com

      admin@kanakmoulding.com

CONTACT


